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A function diagram (f-diagram) D consists of the family of curves {i, . . . , ii} obtained from n 
continuous functions fi : [O, 1] -B R (1 G i d n). We call the intersection graph of D a function 
graph (f-graph). It is shown that a graph G is an f-graph if and only if its complement 0 is a 
comparability graph. An f-diagram generalizes the notion cf a permutation diagram where the 
fi are linear f*mctions. It is also shown that G is the intersection graph of the concatenation of 
&c permutation diagrams if and only if the partial order dimension of e is ak t 1. Computa- 
tional complexity results are obtained for recognizing such graphs. 
1. Intruduhn 
Let F be a family of nonempty sets. The intersection graph of F is obtained by 
representing each set in F by a vertex and connecting two vertices by an edge if 
and only if their corresponding sets intersect. The problem of characterizing the 
intersection graphs of special farnil& of sets satisfying some specific topological 
or other property is often interesting mathematically and frequently has applica- 
tions to such real world problems as circuit layout, traffic control, and information 
retrieval [9, 12, 131. Intervals on a line (interval graphs), chords of a circle (circle 
graphs), or paths in a tree (path graphs), for example, fall into this category. 
Conversely, certain well known classes of graphs have been subsequently charac- 
terized in terms of intersection graphs, such as triangulated graphs (chordal 
graphs) being the intersection graphs of subtrees of 2 tree. 
In this paper we will show that the class of function graphs (i.e., the intersection 
graphs of families of curves obtained from continuous functions fi : 10, l] + R) is 
exactly the set of complements of comparability graphs (incomparubiltty graphs.) 
Thus, the set of incomparability graphs is properly contained in he set of 
intersection graphs of curves in the plane, which, as shown in [3], is properly 
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contained in the set of all graphs. It will also be shown that not all comparability 
graphs are intersection graphs of curves in the plane. In addition, we study some 
connections between function graphs, permutation graphs, and the dimension of 
partially ordered sets. One such result shows that the problem of recognizing the 
intersection graphs of the concatenation of k- permutation diagrams is NP- 
complete for any fix& k 2 2. 
2. PreIimim&s and defmitious 
A binary relation < over a set X is a partial order if it satisfies 
(i) x < y, y < z implies X‘K z (transitivity), and 
(ii) x4x (antisymmetry). 
The partially ordered set P = (X, <) is a linear order if it also satisfies 
(iii) x < y or y C x tir all x, y E X. 
The comparubiliry gruph of a poset P = (X, < ) is the undirected graph G = (X, E) 
where xy E E if and only if x < y or y CX. We say that an undirected graph G is a 
comparability graph if it is the comparability graph of some poset. Equivalently, G 
is a comparability graph (or transitively orientable graph) if there exists an 
orientation F of its edges such that for all x, y, z, 
xy E F, yt E F implies xz E F. 
Such a transitive orientation F is a partial order of X. See [‘7,8,9, 111. 
Let P = (X, =c) be a partial order. A realizer of P of size k + 1 is a collection 
of hear orders L,, = (X, <,,), L, =(X. <,). . . . , Lk =(X. =+) such that 
L,, n z+ n - - - n Lk = P. The intersection is that of sets of ordered pairs, that is 
X<y H X<iy for all i. 
It can be easily proved that every partial order can be obtained as the intersection 
of a number of linear orders. Dushnik and Miller [2] define the dimension of P, 
denoted dim P, to be the size of the smallest possible realizer of I? Such a realizer 
is called a minimum realizer of Z? See also [l, 9, 141. Trotter, Moore and Sumner 
[ 15 J prove that if two partial orders P and Q have the same comparability graph, 
then dim P = dim Q. Therefore, for a comparability graph G we define its partial 
orG. v dimension dim G to be the common dimer&n of all transitive orientations 
of G. 
3. Function diagrwns and comparabililty graphs 
A function diagram in R’ or f-diagram consists of a set D = {i, 2, . . . , ii} of 
curves obtained from n continuous functions fi : [O, I]--* R (1 s i s n). A graph G 
represents an f-diagram D if its vertices can be labelled by 1,2, . . . , n such that i 
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Fig. 1. An f-diagram D and its f-graph G. 
and i are adjacent in G if and only if h(a) =6(u) for some a E&I, 11, (i.e., i and 7 
intersect .) L+ _ graph G is called a function graph or f-graph if G represents at least 
one f-diagram. That is, the f-graphs are the intersection graphs of f-diagrams. Fig. 
1 shows an f-diagram and its associated f-graph. 
We now consider a special type of f-diagram in which the curves are piecewise 
linear. Let LO, L1 , . . . , & be vertical lines each labelled from bottom to top by a 
permutation of the numbers 1,2, . . . , n. For each i (1 ss i s n) the curve r consists 
of the union of the k line segments which join i on L,_, with i on L, (1 s 1 G k). 
When k = 1, such an f-diagram is called a permutation diagram ; when k 2 2, it is 
called the concatenation of k permutation diagrams. See Fig. 2. 
A graph G is called a permutation graph if it is the intersection graph of a 
permutation diagram (k == l), see [4,5,6,9,1 I]. Permutation graphs have been 
applied to mods1 and solve problems concerning memory allocation, circuit 
layout, and others. We observe that many of these applications carry over in a 
more general way to f-graphs. Pnueli, Lempel, and Even [ll] have characterized 
permutation graphs as follows: A graph G is a permutation graph if and only if 
both G and its complement c are comparability graphs. We now prove an 
analogous result for f-graphs which shows that they are exactly the complements 
of comparability graphs. 
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Fig. 2. A concatenation of 3 permutation diagrams. 
Theorem 1. Let G be an undirected graph. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G is an f-graph, 
(ii) G is the intersection graph of a concatenation of permutation diagrams, 
(iii) G is a comparabi&y graph. 
Proof. (ii) 3 (i). This is immediate since a concatenation of permutation diag- 
rams is a function diagram. 
(i) =$ (iii). Let G represent the f-diagram D = (I,?, . . . , ii} where curve i 
comes from function fi : [O, I]--* R (1 s i s n). Since vertices i and j are adjacent 
in the complement G if and only if r and r do not intersect, we may define an 
orientation F on G as follows 
ijE F N fi(a)Cfi(a) for all aE[O, 11. 
The orientation F is obviously transitive, so c is a comparability graph. 
(iiij =$ (ii). Let G be the comparability graph of a poset P=(X, <), and let 
2 = (L,,, L,, ’ - . , Lk} be a realizer of I? We may assume wnnout loss of generality 
that X=(1,2,..., n}. We will build a concatenation of permutation diagrams 
whose intersection graph will be G. 
Take k + 1 vertical lines Lo, L,, . . . , & and label each line LI from bottom to 
uok by the permutation of 1,2, . . . . n determined by the linear order I+ The 
curve Y consists OC the union of the line segments joining i on LI_1 with i on 
L, (1 s I s k). Clearly, we have constructed a concatenation of permutation diag- 
rams. We will now show that it is represented by G. If ij E G, then i and j are not 
comparable in P. so there are linear orders L,, L,k, ES such that i Cl j and j < ,i. 
Therefore, i and 7 intersect somewhere between L, and I+,,. Conversely, if ij# e, 
then either i $j for all LI E 3’ and i lies below T or j $i for all L, E A? and 7 lies 
above L In either case, T and f do not intersect. This proves the theorem. 
Function graphs, besides being a generalization of permutation graphs, may 
also bt. regarded as a generalization of interval graphs in that they all have 
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complements which are comparability graphs. As a consequence of Theorem 1, 
we also see that every incomparability graph is an intersection graph of a family of 
plane curves. This is interesting since there are comparability graphs which are 
not intersection graphs of curves in the plane. 
Corollary 2. Not all comparu6iZity graphs are intersection graphs of curues in the 
plane. 
Proof. Let H be a nonplanar graph. Then the graph G obtained from H by 
adding an extra vertex in the middle of each edge of H is not an intersection 
graph of curves in the plane, as shown in [3, Section 21. However, G is bipartite 
and is therefore a comparability graph. 
4. Pemutation concateW.ion nuder and poset dimension 
In Theorem 1 we constructed an f-diagram from a family of linear orders Lo, 
L l, . . . , Lk giving us a concatenation of k permutation diagrams. This suggests the 
following minimization problem. 
Let G be an f-graph (incomparability graph). Define PC(G) to be the minimum 
number k such that G is the intersection graph of a concatenation of k permuta- 
tion diagrams. By convention, we assume that pc(&) = 0 where z,, i:s the graph 
with no edges and n vertices. Obviously, G is a permutation graph if and only if 
pc(G) < 1. We call PC(G) the permutation concatenation umber of G. The next 
result relates this number to the poset dimension of G and thus generalizes a 
known result for posets of dimension 2. 
Theorem 3. If G is Q:: f-graph, then 1 f PC(G) = dim G. 
Proof. On one hand, by choosing a minimum realizer 9 for P in the proof uf 
Theorem 1, we obtain the inequality 1 +pc(G) s dim P = dim G. On the other 
hand, a minimum concatenation of permutation diagrams gives 1 + PC(G) permu- 
tations or linear orders and these constitute a realizer of E Hence, 1 + PC(G) a 
dim F = dim G. Therefore, 1 +pc(G) = dim G. 
Corollary 4. The problem of determining whether pc( G) c k is M-complete for any 
fixed ka2. 
IMof. Yannakakis [17] has shown that determining for an arbitrary poset P 
whether dim PS m is NP-complete for any fixed m 3 3. Therefore, the corollary 
follows immediately from Theorem 3. 
This result is best possible in that efficient polynomial time recognition al- 
gorithms are known for permutation graphs (PC(G) = 1) and for incomparability 
graphs (pc( G) exists). 
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5. Decolnposing proper function disqpms 
An f-diagram is called proper if for if i we have 
(a) fiW#fiKN and fi(l)#fi(l)v 
(b) fi (x) = fi( x) for only finitely many x E (0, l), 
(4 if fi(x) = fj(X) f or x E (0, l), then there exists an E >O such that for all 
w E (X -E, X) and all z E (x. x +E), Ifi(~(W)Hfi(Z)-fi(Z)]<O. 
More simply, conditions (a)+) ensure that the curves i, . . . , ii have distinct 
endpoints, they intersect in a finite number of points, and whenever two curves 
intersect, they cross each other at the intersection point. By Theorem 1, G is the 
intersection graph of a proper f-diagram if and only if G is an f-graph, since a 
concatenation of permutation diagrams is a proper f-diagram. 
In this section we consider the problem of decomposing a given proper 
f-diagram into a minimum number of permutation diagrams. The following 
equivalent definition of permutation diagram will be particularly useful. 
Let a and 6 be two different points connected by two disjoint simple curves Cr 
and Cz in R2. On C, and C2 we choose n distinct points labelled arbitrarily by the 
numbers I,..., n. Finally, we join i on C, to i on C2 (1~ i s n) by a simple curve 
F totally contained in the region bounded by C, and C2 such that for if i: (1) r 
and i interstct at most once, and (2) if f and i intersect, then they cross. See Fig. 
3. Clearly, the intersection graphs obtained from this type of permutation diagram 
are the same as those obtained from the original definition. 
b 
Fig. 3. The new type of permutation diagram. 
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Fig. 4. C,, C, and C, are a mihnum lense cover of D. 
Let D=(i,..., rS} be a proper f-diagram where curve i is obtained from 
function &. We define p(D) (the permutation number of D) to be the minimum 
number of permutation diagrams into which D can be decomposed. Clearly, 
pc(G)~p(D) h w ere G is the f-graph which represents D. A Zeme of D is a 
connected region bounded by portions of a pair of curves r and i That is, if f and 
r intersect in k 3 1 points, then they define k - 1 lenses. It follows from this 
definition that an f-diagram which contains no lense is a permutation diagram. 
Now let S denote the regionbounded by the lines x = 0 and x = 1 9 and let u and u 
be points in S such that u lies above all the curves i and t, lies below all the 
curves T (1~ i s n). A simple curve C totally contained in S which joins u and u is 
called an f-cut if 
(a) C intersedts every curve i E D exactly once, and 
(b) C does not intersect two curves at the same point. 
A set of f-cuts is called a lense cover of D if every leiise of D is intersected by at 
least one f-cut. Let l(D) (the 2eme number of D) be the cardinality of a minimum 
lense cover of D. See Fig. 4, 
Theorem 5. If D is u proper f-diagram, then 1 + I(D) = p(D). 
Proof. Assume that I(D) = k, then we can draw k f-cuts which intersect all lenses 
in D. If these f-cuts do not intersect one another, then we have a permutation 
diagram between each pair of successive f-cuts plus two additional permutation 
diagrams one between the line x = 0 and the leftmost f-cut and the other between 
the line x = 1 and the rightmost f-cut. Hence, p(D) G k + 1 = 1(D) + 1. otherwise, 
if any pair of f-cuts Ci and Cj intersect, we can replace them by an equivalent pair 
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Fig. 5. Replacing the dasheol curves C, and Cj by the non-intersecting curves Cl and C;. 
C: and C’i which are disjoint and intersect exactly the same lenses of D as Ci and 
Ci, See Fig. 5. This may be done repeatedly until no f-cuts intersect. 
Conversely, since no permutation diagram contains a lense, it is possible to 
draw p(D) - 1 f-cuts in D such that all lenses of D are intersected.. Hence, 
I(D) < p(D) - 1 which proves the theorem. 
As a consequence of Tneorem 3, we can find p(D) by constructing a minimum 
lense cover for D. A good algorithm for finding the lense number of a proper 
f-diagram is given in 1161. We note that each f-cut C defines a linear order L on 
{1,2, - - * 9 n} according to the order in which the curves i are intersected when 
moving from u to or’ along C. It is an open problem to tind the minimum number r 
of f-cuts c*, . 1 . , Cr such that L1 n l l l n L, is equal to F where F is the poset 
defined by i Cj W fi(a) Cfi(a) for all a E [O, l]. We call this minimum number r 
the dimension of the f-diagram D and denote it by dim D. The following 
inequalities can easily be verified: 
6. Open problems 
We now present an interesting open problem which is raised by this work. We 
define the intersection number Z(D) of an f-diagram D to be the maximum 
number of intersections between any pair of curves in D. We further define I(G) 
to be the minimum, taken over all proper f-diagrams D which are represented by 
G, of Z(D). Thus, Z(G)c 1 if and only if G is a permutation graph. In gene:ral we 
have ZONE, but except for permutation graphs the gap between Z(G) and 
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Fig. 6. (a) The Hiraguchi graph H on 2n vertices. Vertex xi is adjacent o every vertex yi such that 
i # j. (b) An f-diagram D represented by the f-graph fi with I(D) = 2. 
PC(G) may be arbitrarily large. For example, let H be the Hiraguchi graph on 2n 
vertices (Fig. 6(a)) and let G = a. Since dim H = n [lo], we have pc( G) = n - 1 
(Theorem 3), but I(G) = 2x (Fig. 6 b)). A natural question to ask is whether, for a 
given f-graph G and an integer m, it is possible to construct an f-diagram E which 
is represented by G such that I(D) = m. We conjecture that for every integer m, 
there exists an f-graph G such that I(G) > m. We further ask whetLer there is a 
sequence of f-graphs {G,,} such that G,, has n vertices and I(G,,) is bounded from 
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